
Hello Topaz! 

 Hello Topaz 5. I hope you are all well this week and have been keeping yourselves 

busy. 

I am fine and been keeping myself busy at home. I don't like the chillier weather, do 

you? I had to wear my gloves on my walk yesterday! 

I am still knitting things using up all my left over wool so as not to waste things and I 
have been doing a lot of reading. I hope you are keeping up with your reading too. 

We might see each other fairly soon, let's hope so. 

Love Mrs Petty 

Dear Topaz 3, 

I hope you are all enjoying the sunny weather! It’s a little bit chilly but if 
you warm yourselves up by brisk walking, running around or cycling, it’s 

very pleasant! I have been trying to give myself and my family a daily 
dose of exercise, whilst discovering new places in our area. We walk our 
dog a lot and go for bike rides, admiring the views. We meet sheep, cows 

and horses grazing in the sun!   

I hope you find places you haven’t seen before, whilst keeping your    

distance from other people. Stay safe! I do hope to see you all soon! 

Take care! 

Mrs Clarke 

Hi again, Topaz!  

This week I have been focusing on creativity. I found inspiration from   seeing 
some of my favourite illustrators experimenting with collage. I watched a video 

tutorial for some lovely little collage people, found ‘art supplies’ in my house in 
the form of recycled packaging, bits of material and some pencils, scissors and 
glue and simply had a go! 

Then, when I was in school last week, I decided to share my new learning with 
the children who then had a go too, have a look at these pictures below to see 

our work! 

I’ve recently seen some photos of your creative work, which looks amazing! 

Keep creating, learning and sharing!  

Oh, and here's the video if you want to try making a little collage person too… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=XyWjip2whtA&feature=emb_logo 

Miss Jones x  

 
Hello! 

I really enjoyed the bank holiday weekend; we were lucky to have such lovely weather! We       

celebrated VE day with a tea party at home.  

This week, I had radishes in my salad that I grew from seeds. Look at the picture, what part of the 

plant did I eat? Did you know, they only take 6 weeks to grow! 

I also had a go at the creative activity for this week (Making insects with nature) but guess what? I 

forgot to take a photo. Here is one of the insects that my daughter made instead. 

We have had some more learning sent to us that has really cheered us up too! 

Keep safe!                    Love Catherine 

 

 

 
Hi again, Topaz!  

This week I have been focusing on creativity. I found inspiration from seeing some of 

my favourite illustrators experimenting with collage. I watched a video tutorial for 

some lovely little collage people, found ‘art supplies’ in my house in the form of    

recycled packaging, bits of material and some pencils, scissors and glue and simply 

had a go! 

Then, when I was in school last week, I decided to share my new learning with the 

children who then had a go too, have a look at these pictures below to see our work! 

I’ve recently seen some photos of your creative work, which looks amazing! 

Keep creating, learning and sharing!  

Oh, click here to see the video if you want to try making a little collage person too... 

Miss Jones x 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=XyWjip2whtA&feature=emb_logo
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